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My Archaeology Work Experience with Wendy Scott, FLO for Leicestershire,  by Lewis
Monkfield (15).

 First Week

Monday – I went to the record office in  Wigston to set up a Viking exhibition, it was ok but
maybe because it was my first day I wasn’t that confident to help or do anything. (he was very
helpful! WS)
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Tuesday – I went to the record office again as I more determined and confident to join in and
help out as I knew what was needed. We then finished the exhibition mid-day and went back
to County Hall and started on some objects which had to be recorded.

Wednesday – I was at County Hall identifying all the objects and treasure a detectorist found
and started weighing, measuring and taking photographs of them. That then took all day and
was still unfinished.

Thursday – I then went to Burrough Hill near Melton to do a dig, unfortunately I didn’t find
anything but it was an experience to see what it is like for people who do this daily. I did find
out that at the top of Burrough Hill there had been a body discovered, unfortunately they
didn’t excavate it so I was unhappy. After lunch I met a nice women (ULAS finds officer) who
showed us some Iron age and Roman finds. I met another women (Phd Student) who helped
me identify bones of various animals and humans and how to tell if they were female or male
which was nice of her.

Friday – I  spent all day putting the photographs on the computer and started to crop them
ready for adding to the website. I had to do a lot of editing of Roman coins which had to be
sent to the British Museum once completed, which took me some time.

 Second Week

Monday – After completing the photos I then had to put them on a database.  I had to
describe them and say what age they were. To go with that I had to match the pictures to the
objects and add a find spot, this is to show people who look at the database where the object
came from.

Tuesday – I went to the archaeology store in Barrow and looked at all the collected items
from people. There was a large variety of different things. The things I liked most and
fascinated me were the bugs, beetles and birds in the Natural History collection, which were
shown to me by Carolyn Holmes the Curator.

Wednesday- In the morning I was again identifying more objects which I didn’t like doing so
early in the morning as I was still half asleep. But then when it came to mid-day I went to
Melton Museum to set up an exhibition, I liked this as I organised many objects in my own
way , also I met  man called Denis Wells (Secretary of Melton and Belvoir Search Society)
who is really nice man to let us look at and display his objects. When I looked at it completed
it looked really well organised, as we divided each level into a different time period.

Thursday – it was nearly the end of my work experience and for this day I helped Wendy sort
out resource boxes and  categorize different period times and materials into their own little



section. This was helpful as I learnt a bit more on how to identify what period they are from.  I
tried to laminate words to go with the resource boxes and I made a mess, so yet again I had
to cut the words again and laminate them. Wendy sent me home early as I was getting
stressed!!

Friday – Last day – Today I helped Wendy finish the resource boxes and upgraded the
Roman box and finished everything that was needed which was; cutting which I don’t like
doing, and laminating which I mastered this time round. Because of my hard work for two
weeks I was allowed to leave early as I was a big help to Wendy during work experience.

I have learnt a lot during my two weeks here at the County Council, as it was a challenge for
me. I also had a lot of fun during work experience and I have met a lot of people. I also want
to thank Wendy Scott for putting up with me for two whole weeks. I am delighted that Wendy
has allowed me to see what she does for a living, which is kind of her. This work experience
has shown me what she has to do day in day out, which is hard work! But most of all I’m
happy that I came here as I have learnt a lot from Wendy.

Lewis digging at Burrough Hillfort
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